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Company Overview & Project Needs
Benesch Engineering has played a role in shaping 
infrastructure and local communities for decades. The 
company has 750 employees in 40 locations across the US, 
including offices in Omaha and Bellevue, Nebraska. 

Both locations are new construction, allowing Benesch to 
design new office applications to support their employees. 
Previously, each Benesch engineer had their own private 
office but decided to move to an open office environment. 
To make the move from private offices to open easier, 
the design needed to be large with a sense of enclosure. 
The client also recognized the need for ergonomics and 
requested height-adjustable surfaces in every office, 
including executive offices and reception. The new offices 
needed to reflect the company brand and show 
cohesiveness throughout departments and executive 
spaces. 

AIS Solutions
• Matrix Panel System
• Calibrate Series Casegoods
• Calibrate Series L-shaped Height 

Adjustable Tables
• L Series Steel Storage

The Results
Matrix 50” panels with 16” glass screens offered a 
sense of enclosure while creating an environment 
that offered accessibility to others. The 10' x 7' offices 
required L-shaped height-adjustable worksurfaces to 
accommodate large engineering drawings. AIS and the 
local dealer worked closely together to design a solution, 
which included hanging pedestal storage. Finally, the 
large office was filled with L Series Steel Storage that 
supported personal belongings plus engineering 
documents, binders, and drawings. Beyond the open 
spaces, Calibrate Laminate Series filled the building, from 
private offices with height adjustable desks to formal 
conference spaces. All seating was provided by AIS, 
including Stow seating in every office, which can be easily 
nested together when not in use. 

Benesch ultimately chose AIS because of the ability to 
provide solutions for their unique needs, standard lead 
times that got the furniture to the site quickly, and the 
overall cohesive look of the space. 

• Calibrate Conference Tables
• Day-to-Day Café Tables
• Devens and Natick Task Seating
• Stow Multi-Purpose Seating
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Private Office with Calibrate Series L-shaped HAT, Devens Task Seating, Day-to-Day Tables & Stow Multi-Purpose Seating

Matrix Panel System with 16” Glass Screens

Calibrate Conference Table with Natick Task Seating Day-to-Day Cafe Tables with Pierce Seating

Calibrate Series L-shaped HAT, Personal Storage Towers, Devens & Stow Seating
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